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The paper presents a series of fifteen RC slab tests subjected to low-velocity impacts with 7 
different impact energies, diameter and shape of impactor. The discussion presented here 8 
only refers to flat impactors (series F). Tests are very well reported and failure was described 9 
as punching. FE models were validated against the tests and a parametric analysis of 54 cases 10 
was carried out for two slab thicknesses, three impactor sizes, concrete strengths and 11 
reinforcement ratios. The results from the parametric analysis were used to derive empirically 12 
close-form expressions for the minimum impact energy required to cause punching. The 13 
experimental work presented has enabled the discussers to validate further the analytical 14 
model for punching developed at University of Surrey (in collaboration with EPFL)20 and 15 
establishing a fruitful comparison with the numerical predictions and empirical formulation 16 
presented in the paper. This discussion should complement the work presented in the paper. 17 
As described in the paper, punching can occur due to localized impacts, even in members 18 
which were designed to fail in flexure. The authors defined the impact force as the mass 19 
times the acceleration of the impactor. The discussers agree with the authors that as such, the 20 
impact force cannot be used directly to assess punching due to the large inertial forces that 21 
developed at failure. In order to assess punching, the contact force is frequently used instead 22 
which is given by the acceleration of the penetration of the impactor. Analytical models 23 
exist20-22 to estimate the contact force based on two degrees of freedom models (Fig. 20a). 24 
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The rigid impulsive response of slabs due to high loading rates can be viewed 1 
phenomenologically by means of the “effective reduced span” concept which is justified on 2 
higher modes of deformation (Fig. 20b). Fig. 7 suggests that as the impact energy increases 3 
the effective span ( effL ) reduces, which is consistent with20. The authors connect with straight 4 
lines the deflection measurements from D2 and the edges as an approximation. Tests by 5 
Delhomme et al.22 showed that during the contact time the deflections were negligible outside 6 
the impact region with even a small uplift and zero or negative support reactions. The 7 
discussers wonder whether the FE simulations from the authors captured this behavior. 8 
The discussers have analyzed the tests from the paper using the physically-based mechanical 9 
model described in20. This approach is based on a two degree of freedom system (TDOF) to 10 
model the contact problem with effective reduced span and other mechanical parameters 11 
(Table 7) which are calculated using first principles20. The TDOF is used to calculate the 12 
load-rotation response of the slab around the impact area during the contact time; when the 13 
maximum shear maxV is reached at the end of the contact time the slab will enter the free 14 
vibration phase. This curve is plotted against the failure criterion from the Critical Shear 15 
Crack Theory (CSCT)23 as in Fig. 20(c-d). Punching is predicted to occur when the load-16 
rotation curve intersects the failure criterion. As shown in Fig. 20(c-d), this approach shows 17 
an excellent correlation with the observed response of the 10 tests reported in the paper; 18 
punching is predicted in all specimens except in 10F-e and 20F-e as observed. Tests 10F-c 19 
and 20F-c are slightly above the theoretical boundary of failure with maxV  almost at the 20 
failure criterion (Fig. 20(c-d)) which is consistent with Fig. 6 showing a similar early 21 
formation of a punching shear plug in these two tests. 22 
A comment on the “exact” boundary of punching shear failure is in order. One advantage of 23 
the theoretical model is that it gives a univocal boundary defining punching whereas 24 
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establishing this boundary accurately from tests or numerical simulations can be more 1 
problematic (refer to cases “about to fail”). In the paper, “punching” is established when a 2 
certain relative displacement between the loaded and unloaded areas is observed. In the limit 3 
of minimum energy causing punching, the shear plug will develop with a relative 4 
displacement near to zero; any additional energy dissipated to produce the detachment can be 5 
considered as post-punching energy. This energy could be small depending on the 6 
detachment, the amount of top/bottom reinforcement and the mass of the shear plug. Hence, 7 
the definition of 
sE based on the relative displacements as proposed is expected to be an 8 
upper estimate whereas the analytical approach should give, in principle, a lower estimate. 9 
Fig. 20(e) shows the proposed Eq. (1) for the normalized energy required for punching as a 10 
function of dH / . This equation is useful for design purposes and the main drawback is that 11 
it was derived empirically based on numerical results. The discussers carried out the same 12 
parametric analysis using the TDOF/CSCT approach with a simple spreadsheet to find sE  13 
(the height of the impactor was varied until maxV was at the failure criterion of the CSCT). Fig. 14 
20(e) shows that the overall results from the parametric studies are similar in most cases of 15 
dH / . The discussers obtained a similar linear relationship between sE  and cf  which further 16 
supports the normalization proposed by the authors. The TDOF/CSCT approach also showed 17 
a negligible influence of the flexural reinforcement ratio on sE . 18 
Two differences were found between the results from the two parametric studies. Firstly, for 19 
5.1/ >dH  where failure becomes closer to a penetration/perforation type of failure, Fig. 20 
20(e) shows that Eq. (1b) can be rather conservative in some cases compared to the 21 
predictions from FE and TDOF/CSCT. Additional tests considered in this discussion24 with 22 
5.2/ =dH  indicate that punching occurred for normalized energies between 0.37 and 0.66 23 
which is above Eq. (1b) as shown in Fig. 20(e). Secondly, significant differences were 24 
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obtained in the analysis of thicker slabs. Whilst the parametric analysis presented in the paper 1 
is extensive, it does not include cases with thicknesses larger than 150 mm. The discussers 2 
analyzed a case similar to 15-45-0.39 ( =H 150 mm (5.9 in.), =d 20 cm (7.9 in.) and 10 cm 3 
(3.9 in.)) but with doubled the impactor diameter and slab thickness ( d2 , H2 and dH /  is 4 
constant and equal to 0.75 and 1.5). The normalized energy according to Eq. (1) is constant in 5 
this case in the H and H2 slabs (i.e. sE  is 8 times larger in the thicker slab). The 6 
TDOF/CSCT approach predicted in this case an increase in energy equal to 5 and 6 times for 7 
dH /  equal to 0.75 and 1.5 respectively. This suggests that the simplified expression in the 8 
paper could potentially be unsafe for thick slabs, especially for low values of dH / . The 9 
reasons behind this could be due to size effect considerations and/or due to the normalization 10 
proposed based on 3d . A normalization based on Hd 2 (justified on the volume of concrete 11 
under the impacted surface) could also be considered. 12 
In summary, the experimental and numerical work presented by the authors show large 13 
consistencies with the analytical predictions obtained using the TDOF/CSCT. The empirical 14 
formula presented for estimating the minimum energy for punching also shows strong 15 
consistencies with the analytical approach in terms of overall values and effect of concrete 16 
strength and flexural reinforcement. Further research is needed on the minimum energy for 17 
punching of thicker slabs and the effect of adding shear reinforcement. 18 
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Fig. 20–Assessment according to physically-based model TDOF/CSCT20: (a) two-degree of 13 
freedom model to predict the load-rotation response and  maxV  during the contact phase; (b) 14 
reduced effective span during contact phase; (c) and (d) predictions of series 10F and 20F 15 
respectively; and (e) normalized energy for punching from FE, Eq.(1) and TDOF/CSCT20. 16 
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Table 7–Mechanical parameters obtained in TDOF/CSCT20 approach in series F 19 
 20 
Test 0V ,  
m/s (ft/s) 
im ,  
kg (lb) 
0sm ,  
kg (lb) 
ck ,  
MN/m3/2 
0sk ,  
N/m3/2 
0sc ,  
105 Ns/m 
avgP& , 
MN/s 
0sr , 
cm (in.) 
10F-a 7.7 (25.2) 200 (441) 61 (134) 1000 15.5 3.4 101.5 29 (11.4) 
10F-b 6.3 (20.5) 300 (661) 75 (165) 1000 12.3 3.4 82.7 35 (13.8) 
10F-c 5.1 (16.7) 300 (661) 92 (203) 1000 9.7 3.3 67.3 41 (16.1) 
10F-d 4.8 (15.9) 500 (1102) 97 (214) 1000 9.1 3.3 63.9 43 (16.9) 
10F-e 3.1 (10.1) 500 (1102) 154 (339) 1000 7.6 3.8 40.4 50 (19.7) 
20F-a 7  (25.2) 200 (441) 61 (134) 3000 22.5 3.4 203.0 22 (8.7) 
20F-b 6.3 (20.5) 300 (661) 37 (81) 5000 19.2 3.0 165.4 25 (9.8) 
20F-c 5.1 (16.7) 300 (661) 46 (101) 6000 16.2 3.0 134.7 28 (11.0) 
20F-d 4.8 (15.9) 500 (1102) 48 (106) 10000 15.5 3.0 127.8 29 (11.4) 
20F-e 3.1 (10.1) 500 (1102) 77 (170) 90000 10.0 3.0 80.7 40 (15.7) 
*unit transformation factors 1 MN = 224,808 lbf; 1 m = 3.28 ft. Refer to Fig. 20(a-b) for definition of 21 
mechanical parameters ( avgP& is the average loading rate obtained during the contact phase20). 22 
        23 
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Fig. 20–Assessment according to physically-based model TDOF/CSCT20: (a) two-degree of 6 
freedom model to predict the load-rotation response and  maxV  during the contact phase; (b) 7 
reduced effective span during contact phase; (c) and (d) predictions of series 10F and 20F 8 
respectively; and (e) normalized energy for punching from FE, Eq.(1) and TDOF/CSCT20. 9 
